### Hot Topics Set

- **Member** – Order the complete track for: **$90**
- **Nonmember** – Order the complete track for: **$135**
  - Addressing the Fundamentals of Your Finances
  - Chart of Accounts: The Foundation of Modern Financial Systems
  - Data Driven Decisions
  - Developing Investment Policies
  - Fair Enough! The Implementation of the GASB’s New Guidance on Fair Value
  - Financial Policies: Getting Everyone On the Same Page
  - Getting it Right: Implementing the OMB’s New “Super Circular”
  - Making Your Government FEMA Friendly
  - A New Lease on Life: Forthcoming Changes in Accounting and Financial Reporting for Leases
  - Not Quite Retired: An Update on the Implementation of the GASB’s New Pension Standards
  - Ready or Not: How To Prepare Citizens and Elected Officials for the New Pension and OPEB Accounting
  - The Resilient Government
  - Successful Pension Reform
  - What Governments Look for in a CFO

---

### Accounting and Auditing

- **Member** – Order the complete track for: **$115**
- **Nonmember** – Order the complete track for: **$175**

- The Accounting and Auditing Year in Review
- Can We Talk? Effective Fraud Interviewing Techniques
- Chart of Accounts: The Foundation of Modern Financial Systems
- Coloring Within the Lines: Avoiding Common Financial Reporting Deficiencies
- Fair Enough! The Implementation of the GASB’s New Guidance on Fair Value
- A Fraud Anthology
- Getting it Right: Implementing the OMB’s New “Super Circular”
- Getting the Word Out: How To Communicate Financial Information to Citizens
- Here to Stay: How To Effectively Manage Capital Assets
- The Inside Scoop: Lessons Learned in Internal Auditing
- Looking a Gift Horse in the Mouth: Effective Grants Management
- Making Your Government FEMA Friendly
- A New Lease on Life: Forthcoming Changes in Accounting and Financial Reporting for Leases
- No More “Black Box”: Ensuring Effective Security for IT
- Not Quite Retired: An Update on the Implementation of the GASB’s New Pension Standards
- Ready or Not: How To Prepare Citizens and Elected Officials for the New Pension and OPEB Accounting
- With All Deliberate Speed: Practical Tips for Speeding Up the Year-End Closing Process and the Financial Statement Audit

---

### Budgeting

- **Member** – Order the complete track for: **$65**
- **Nonmember** – Order the complete track for: **$99**

- Addressing the Fundamentals of Your Finances
- Aligning Systems with Best Practices – Programs, Service Levels, and Outcomes
- Best in Budgeting: Implementing the GFOA’s Budgetary Best Practices
- Data Driven Decisions
- Financial Policies: Getting Everyone On the Same Page
- How Much Is Enough? Determining Appropriate Levels of Capital Investment
- The Resilient Government
- Smart Planning in an Upturn

---

### Purchase individual sessions:

- **Members** - **$10**
- **Nonmembers** - **$15**

---

### Debt

- **Member** – Order the complete track for: **$35**
- **Nonmember** – Order the complete track for: **$65**

- The Bond Market: A Legislative/Regulatory Update
- Fifty Shades of Green – Demystifying Green Bonds
- Muni Bonds Best Practices
- Strategies for Successful Voter Approved Infrastructure Funding
- Trends in the Muni Market

---

### Financial Management

- **Member** – Order the complete track for: **$90**
- **Nonmember** – Order the complete track for: **$170**

- Bringing the Sharing Economy to Governments
- Checking Up on Your Government’s Health
- Creative Uses of Existing Technologies
- Data Driven Decisions
- Disaster Readiness – Before, During, and After
- Ensuring Quality in IT Projects
- How to Recruit the Next Generation of Finance
- Improve Your Personal Productivity
- Local Governments and Sports
- Making Performance Management Work
- Project Management 101
- What Governments Look for in a CFO

---

### Pension

- **Member** – Order the complete track for: **$55**
- **Nonmember** – Order the complete track for: **$85**

- ACA Update
- Developing a Comprehensive Benefit Strategy
- Not Quite Retired: An Update on the Implementation of the GASB’s New Pension Standards
- Pension Risk Management
- Ready or Not: How To Prepare Citizens and Elected Officials for the New Pension and OPEB Accounting
- Successful Pension Reform
- The Truth About Wellness Programs

---

### Treasury

- **Member** – Order the complete track for: **$50**
- **Nonmember** – Order the complete track for: **$75**

- Are Investment Pools Right for You?
- Developing Investment Policies
- Fair Enough! The Implementation of the GASB’s New Guidance on Fair Value
- New Realities in Managing Liquidity
- Socially Responsible Investments: The Challenges with Purposeful Investing and Divestment
- Why Is This So Difficult? Taking Payments the Easy Way

---

### Keynote Speeches

- **Member** – Order the complete track for: **$15**
- **Nonmember** – Order the complete track for: **$25**

- Opening General Session on Monday, June 1 — John C. Bogle
- General Session on Tuesday, June 2 — Mayor Michael Nutter

---

### Complete Set

- Purchase all session recordings including the keynote speeches
  - **Member** – Order the complete track for: **$290**
  - **Nonmember** – Order the complete track for: **$485**

---

*The recordings will be available on June 8.*
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